**Turkish Reports Chemical Exposure of Syrian Fighter**

ANKARA - Turkey-based Free Syrian Army fighters alleged signs of chemical attack after Islamic State (IS) attack in northeastern Syria's Turkish border town of al-Hasakah, Turkey. Two people were reportedly equipped with a special chemicalスーュスーュsuit to protect themselves. The IS launched the attack on Sunday, April 17, 2016, and reportedly targeted Syrian soldiers and civilians with a nerve agent. At least 14 people died in the attack, including 9 soldiers and 5 civilians. The Syrian government has denied the use of chemical weapons and has accused the Free Syrian Army of using them against government forces. The attack has raised concerns about the use of chemical weapons in the Syrian conflict and has prompted international condemnation. The United Nations (UN) has called for an immediate investigation into the attack and has urged all parties to abide by international law.

**Swiss Vote Rejecting Exit From Atomic Power**

ZURICH - Swiss voters were likely on Sunday to reject a proposal to exit the nuclear power sector, according to an exit poll of the exit poll. The exit poll, conducted by the Swiss Federal Office of Statistics, found that 55% of voters supported the exit from nuclear power. The exit from nuclear power would have required a constitutional amendment, which was not included in the ballot. The exit from nuclear power has been a major issue in the Swiss political landscape for several years, with some arguing that it is necessary to reduce the country's dependence on nuclear energy, while others argue that it is too costly and risky. The exit from nuclear power has been a divisive issue, with some politicians and interest groups advocating for a faster exit and others calling for a slower transition. The exit from nuclear power is expected to have significant implications for the Swiss economy, as well as for the country's energy policy and environment.

**Millions Kidnap Six Workers for Polish Oil Firm**

ERDA IMRAH KHAN, IN PERC: Blacksheep workers have been kidnapped by a group of six workers for a Polish oil firm in Pakistan. The workers were kidnapped on Saturday, April 16, 2016, in the city of Dera Ismail Khan, located in the northwestern province of Khyber Pakhtunkhwa. The workers were reportedly kidnapped by a group of six workers from the oil firm, who demanded a ransom of $1 million. The workers were reportedly taken to a rural area in the province and are being held there. The kidnappers have threatened to kill the workers if their demands are not met. The kidnapping has sparked widespread outrage in Pakistan, with many condemning the attack as a violation of human rights. The Pakistani government has pledged to launch a immediate investigation into the attack and has called for the kidnappers to release the workers immediately. The government has also called for the international community to support Pakistan in its efforts to combat terrorism and extremism.

**Syrian Army Secures evacuation of 100,000 civilians from Aleppo**

DAMASCUS - The Syrian army forces have evacuated the last 100,000 civilians from the eastern front line of Aleppo city since March 12, according to the Syrian government. The evacuation was part of an agreement reached between the Syrian government and opposition groups, which pertained to the evacuation of civilians from the eastern part of the city. The agreement was reached in response to widespread concerns about the safety of civilians in the city, which has been under fire from both government forces and opposition groups. The evacuation was carried out by the Syrian army forces, with the cooperation of Russian and Iranian forces, who have been providing military support to the government. The evacuation was completed on Sunday, April 17, 2016, with the last 100,000 civilians being evacuated. The evacuation has been welcomed by both the Syrian government and opposition groups, who have praised the efforts of the Syrian army forces in ensuring the safety of civilians in the city.

**Winter Closes in on Refugees Flying Iraq's Mosul**

HASSAN SHAVAKI, Iraq: Pushing his way through dense crowds, a lonely, scarred man walked from the home of his family in Mosul, Iraq. The man was one of the many thousands of people who have fled from the city of Mosul, which is currently under siege by the Islamic State of Iraq and the Levant (ISIL). The city of Mosul is located in the north of Iraq, near the border with Syria. The city is known for its rich history and cultural heritage, as well as for its strategic importance in the Middle East. The city has been under siege by ISIL since June 2014, and the siege has led to a humanitarian crisis, with many people trapped inside the city without access to food, water, or medical aid.

**French Conservatives Voting to Choose Presidential Nominee**

PARIS - French conservatives on Saturday voted in the key primary election to choose their presidential candidate for the 2017 election. The candidate who wins the primary will face off against the winner of a left-wing primary in a runoff election in May. The primary is expected to be a close race, with several candidates vying for the nomination. The candidate who wins the primary is expected to be the front-runner in the general election, and is likely to face off against the winner of the left-wing primary in a runoff election in May.

**ODIHR Makes Report on Pre-Election Campaign in Uzbekistan**

TAISHKENT - OSCE observers stressed the im portant role of the OSCE in monitoring the upcoming election in Uzbekistan, which is scheduled for April, with a runoff the following month. The observers noted that the election is an important step in the country's democratic transition, and that it is crucial for the country to hold free and fair elections. The observers also noted that the election is an opportunity for the country to address some of its most pressing issues, such as corruption, poverty, and unemployment.

**TURKISH ARMY ASSAULTS CONSIDERED TACTICAL ADVANTAGE**

ANKARA - The Turkish army has launched a major assault on the Syrian town of al-Bab, which is currently under siege by the Islamic State of Iraq and the Levant (ISIL). The assault is part of a larger offensive launched by the Turkish army in recent weeks, which has been aimed at clearing the border area of ISIL fighters. The assault is expected to be a major test of the capabilities of the Turkish army, which is facing an increasing number of attacks from ISIL fighters in the region. The assault is also expected to have significant implications for the future of the Syrian conflict, as it could potentially open up new avenues for negotiations between the various factions involved in the conflict.